US Technology Firm SingleStore Uses SureCloud’s
Tech-Led Penetration Testing and Advisory
Services to Demonstrate Cyber Resilience

CASE STUDY

The Challenge
SingleStore processes large volumes of sensitive data for worldwide brands, making it
imperative to have a secure, trustworthy platform that is resilient to cyber threats and can
provide high levels of assurance to SingleStore’s customers.
Jake Bernardes, Head of Information Security at SingleStore, said, “Our customer base is
made up of enterprise, global-household names who expect a level of security both in the
product and in the business. We needed to make the business holistically more secure to
provide confidence to our buyers. As well as test the structural soundness of our cloudhosted platform.”
SingleStore also needed to comply with cybersecurity standards, ISO27001 and SOC 2. As
well as meet the contractual customer requirements for annual penetration testing.

The Solution
SingleStore chose SureCloud as their cybersecurity partner to deliver a full assessment of
their Helios platform, to identify potential threats and strengthen their overall security.
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About SingleStore
Based in San Francisco, SingleStore is an
ultra-fast, scalable on-premise and cloudbased database for operational analytics
and AI/ML-powered solutions. Designed
to bring simplicity and ease to businesses
data, SingleStore work within a multitude
of industries across the globe, including
government, finance, energy and retail.

SureCloud conducted a detailed cyber assessment, which included application testing,
software testing, analysis of the network infrastructure and vulnerability remediation.
Throughout the entire penetration test cycle, SingleStore had its own dedicated lead tester
from SureCloud, who was available to talk through every element of the process from
scoping through to remediation. SingleStore praised the quality of the test and the consultant, stating: “We had a brilliant tester and manager.
He was very on top of the project, asked what we wanted and what we thought our areas of vulnerabilities would be. We felt like our full
requirements were listened to and actioned on. He did a very thorough piece of testing. Coming from a testing background, I can credit that
the test was a very strong piece of work.”
Real-time reporting
SingleStore also had full access to SureCloud’s cloud-based Platform, enabling the SingleStore team to review the real-time findings as they
came in and feedback to the business in regards to any key results, remediation requirements and overall progress of the project. The ability
to communicate the outcomes instantaneously as they were happening helped to keep key stakeholders engaged with the cybersecurity
program.
The other key benefit of SureCloud’s Platform for SingleStore was the ability to track vulnerability findings as they were happening so that
they could tailor the test to their specific needs. They asked the SureCloud team to dig deeper into specific vulnerabilities that were found
while the testing was happening. This level of autonomy enables SingleStore to feel confident that the breadth and depth of the test met their
requirements as they guided SureCloud through their environment.

We selected SureCloud as we knew the team would deliver the level of testing we wanted,
“
and that our clients expected. SureCloud didn’t disappoint.
”

Jake Bernardes, Head of Information Security at SingleStore

The Outcome
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Business benefits from in-depth testing

SureCloud is a provider of cloud-based,
Integrated Risk Management products
and Cybersecurity services, which
reinvent the way you manage risk.
SureCloud also offers a wide range of
Cybersecurity testing and assurance
services, where we stay with you
throughout the entire test life-cycle
from scoping through to vulnerability
discovery and remediation. Certified
by the National Cyber Security Centre
(NCSC) & CREST and delivered using
the innovative Pentest-as-a-Service
(underpinned by a highly configurable
technology platform), SureCloud acts as
an extension of your in-house security
team and ensures you have everything
you need to improve your risk posture.

The cyber engagement with SureCloud provided SingleStore with clear visibility of any
cyber risks in an easily digestible and actionable digital format. This enabled SingleStore
to act easily on any areas requiring remediation to improve its cybersecurity posture.
“We pride ourselves on the speed and scale that Helios works on, but without rigid
security, it puts not only SingleStore at risk but our customers too. We wanted SureCloud
to push our product to its absolute limit, we needed to know of any potential threats
that could jeopardize our customers’ data and what level of performance Helios could
deliver. The robust testing SureCloud’s consultant and his team of experts carried out,
helped us identify areas of vulnerability and how to solve them as the team was great at
prioritizing findings. We now know we have the correct level of protection in place and
can continue to feel confident in our product.”
Effective communications delivered by the experts
“I was extremely impressed by how thorough the level of SureCloud’s penetration testing
was. Our tester was fantastic from start to finish. His knowledge was second to none, and
he asked all the right questions of the system. When asked to present his findings to our
executive board, he explained the results in a concise and easy manner. Communicating
effectively to senior leadership about cybersecurity can be a challenge, and so a clear
translation that keeps them engaged is an added bonus, which can be hard to find
with other pen-testing providers. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend SureCloud to other
businesses that are looking to audit their cyber-security services.”
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About SingleStore
SingleStore envisions a world where every business can make decisions in real time and every experience is optimized through data. To do
that, enterprises need to ingest, analyze, and act on massive volumes of rapidly changing data. This is why we built SingleStore, The Database
of NowTM. Tested and proven as the world’s fastest database for operational analytics, SingleStore gives businesses a platform purpose-built
for breakthroughs. Global enterprises in every industry use the SingleStore distributed database to compete and win in today’s insight-driven
economy.
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